Digitalization has set the stage for a stream of radical innovations that have the potential to trigger a new technological revolution and cause deep structural changes throughout the economy, affecting not only the technology base, but also the facilitating structure (including production, infrastructure and markets), public policy, and the environment. Focusing on these building blocks, we combine network analysis and composite indicators into a novel framework to investigate a country's socioeconomic system both across its components and over time. Its empirical application to a set of Western and Asian countries over 10 years gives insights into their socioeconomic performance and development, as well as their capability to absorb technological change. A structural decomposition analysis further allows investigating the evolution of countries' structural transformation over time and shows the impact of digitalization and Industry 4.0 in this regard.
Introduction
It is safe to say that the innovative principle underlying most, if not all, recent technological breakthroughs in areas such as advanced robotics, micro-and nanoelectronics or biotechnology is digitization, the conversion of information from analog to digital. Continuous improvements in "More Moore" and "More-than-Moore" technologies have enabled the pervasive application of this principle to virtually all areas of the economy and society, a trend commonly referred to as digitalization. In this paper, we apply a novel methodology that combines indicators and network theory in order to measure the systemic impact of digitalization. Digitalization induces broad socioeconomic change, setting the stage for a fully-fledged technological revolution, meant as "a set of interrelated radical breakthroughs, forming a major constellation of interdependent technologies; a cluster of clusters or a system of systems" (Perez 2010, p. 189) . Indeed, the widely discussed rejuvenation of manufacturing into a "smart manufacturing", or "Industry 4.0", is one of the transformations characterizing the later stage of the digital revolution that according to Carlota Perez (2002) already started out with the invention of the Intel Microprocessor in 1971. What we experience nowadays is the deployment period of this revolution-a potential "golden age" (Perez 2013, p. 11) , marked by technological diffusion, dynamic sectoral expansion, and economies of scale. In this crucial phase, entrepreneurship should dominate financial capital while institutions should safeguard strong markets and social well-being. However, such golden age lies on a path of creative destruction and destructive creation that can affect societies in costly ways. Digitalization shapes many aspects of society, not least employment and the future of work, restlessly engaged in a "race against the machine". In fact, beyond the ongoing debate on the "effect size", smart technologies are projected to have vast implications for the labor market (see, for example, Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014, Autor 2015 , Frey and Osborne 2017 , Frank et al. 2019 . At the international level, innovationleading countries in the Global North are currently facing a race for the machine. In this race, some Asian countries, especially the four Tiger states, are projected to occupy the pole position in the future, as-according to the political scientist Kishore Mahbubani-these economies have acquired the main pillars of Western societies, such as the free market, science, education and the rule of law, whereas the latter have been "gradually walking away from these pillars." 1 The need to understand the capacity of our socioeconomic systems to tackle the profound changes currently unfolding calls for a systemic perspective on the digital revolution that comprehends technological change as a process shaping and being shaped by social and economic factors. In this context, we developed a tool and a novel indicator to grasp and represent the impact of the digital age on the interdependent structural components of contemporary socioeconomic systems.
Our motivation is thereby twofold: On the one hand, to complement the systemic approaches in the literature on technological revolutions with an empirically tractable framework; on the other hand, to add up to the existing toolkit of assessing social and economic development by taking into account the linkages between different pillars of the socioeconomic system. While we do consider digitalization a stage of the latest technological revolution, our aim is neither to provide a measurement of the longue durée of technologically driven transformations nor to supplement Long Wave theory with a less historical and more quantitative approach. Contrarily, we aim at obtaining a snapshot of the structural effects of the digital transformation 'in the making' on socioeconomic systems. Our contribution is to use a novel methodology to envelop the complexity of change as it percolates over the socioeconomic structure, rather than digging into its ultimate determinants.
We apply our tool to a set of Western (the innovation leaders in the European Union, namely. Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, as well as the US) and Asian countries (China, India, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan) for the period between 2007 and 2016, in order to assess their progress in the main pillars of the socioeconomic system at the presumably first stage of deployment period of smart technologies. In particular, we will try to answer the following questions: (1) What was the impact of digitalization on overall socioeconomic development, what the impact of employment and work organization, and how are they related to the digital transformation? (2) How similar are countries in terms of their absorption pattern of technological change related to the so-called Industry 4.0?
The paper proceeds as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the theoretical background that motivates our systemic approach while in Sect. 3 we briefly sketch the methodological framework and outline related data issues. Section 4 presents and discusses the results, while Sect. 5 summarizes the essence of the paper and provides the reader with concluding remarks.
Theoretical background
Our systemic perspective on technological change falls in line with, and is very much grounded in, a range of macroeconomic concepts that also treat technology as being embedded in a specific socioeconomic environment (see e.g. Dosi 1982 , Freeman et al. 1982 , Perez 1983 , Mokyr 1990 , von Tunzelmann 1997 , Lipsey et al. 2005 , Geels and Schot 2007 , Schot and Kanger 2018 . Different from them, we focus on measuring empirically how broad building blocks of the socioeconomic system and their interrelation drive a country's performance and its capacity for transformation. This quantitative assessment of multidimensional phenomena is usually based on composite indicators or indices. Recently, indices have gained a vital momentum for investigating today's transformations, such as the Global Connectivity Index from Huawei (2019) or the EU Digital Transformation Board (EC 2018). These indices do not only relate to the technology sphere, as, for instance, the Global Competitiveness Index (Schwab and Sala-i-Martin 2017) measures important drivers of a country's productivity, or the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM consortium 2016) focuses on entrepreneurial activity. While the latter examples are largely based on soft (or survey) data, other indices, such as the Environmental Performance Index 1 3 (Hsu and Zomer 2016) use hard data. Indices, by their very nature, can capture the multidimensional aspects of a phenomenon and are important sources for empirical analysis (see Hartmann et al. 2017 and Peris-Ortiz et al. 2018 for two recent examples); however, the vertical aggregation of a diverse set of indicators to composite indicators of increasingly higher order (see Fig. 1a ) does not reflect the interaction between these multiple components. By adopting a network approach instead (see Fig. 1b ), we use the single indicators to measure the strength of the relation between any two components in the system. By doing so, not only the direct linkages (as depicted by the arrows in the second layer of the figure) are considered, but also the indirect linkages can be accounted for. The overall composite indicator (illustrated by a hexagon in Fig. 1 ) is thus not derived from a vertical aggregation of indicators along a hierarchical structure but is the result of vertical integration of the strength of its components. The method used to derive this framework is further described in the following section. A detailed discussion of our methodical approach can be found in Strohmaier et al. (2019) .
Methods and data
As outlined above, the process of technological transformation necessarily implies change and coordination in a set of activities and interconnected subsystems. In their structuralist-evolutionary (SE) framework, Lipsey (1999) and Lipsey et al. (2005) suggest how the different components in a socioeconomic system interact with each other. According to the authors, the evolution of technological knowledge-as one component of the SE-structure-therefore shapes and is shaped by the other components in the socioeconomic structure (see the network in Fig. 2a and Lipsey et al. 2005 , p. 56 ff): (1) the facilitating structure, that incorporates the actualizations of technological knowledge and facilitates the various processes in the system (related Fig. 1 a Measuring components of a system as aggregates of their underlying indicators (black nodes)/ subindices (pentagons) versus b measuring components of a system by the strength of their linkages to all other components in the network. Authors' own illustration to, e.g., innovation, production, infrastructure, etc.), (2) public policy, i.e. the policy goals (inherent in legislation, laws, rules, regulations, procedures, and precedents) and the demand and command structure of public bodies, (3) policy structure, that comprises all public sector institutions, including parliament, courts, civil services and regulatory bodies, (4) natural endowments, i.e. basic and raw materials used in the production process; the interplay between all these components determine (5) the overall performance of the economy (in terms of output, employment, etc.).
These components form the nodes of the network presented in Fig. 2a , where the directed edges show the relations between them through which change percolates: Technological knowledge affects a country's (socioeconomic) performance via its ties to the facilitating structure (i.e. the organization of production in broad terms)and its effects on the environment and natural resources. The more radical the technological change, the more profound is its impact on these building blocks; on the other hand, the more supporting the facilitating structure-and the policies and public institutions that affect it-the more likely is the emergence and adoption of a new technological breakthrough.
We make use of the proposed scheme as shown in Fig. 2a for a quantitative assessment of socioeconomic performance as a multidimensional measure of a country's wellbeing. We then investigate how this measure has changed since 2007 and to what extent the present technological trends contributed to these changes. Given nowadays the broad availability of data, we use (survey and non-survey based) information on economic and social aspects and current technological trends to calculate the strength of each building block as the sum of its direct and indirect linkages to the other components in the system. Our quantitative approach is in stark contrast to the way Lipsey et al. (2005) apply their framework, namely in providing a rich historical account of past technological revolutions and their impact on long-term economic development. Instead, we zoom into a short period within the digital revolution and focus on regional differences in the socioeconomic system. While this approach gives tangible insights into the different development paths of countries, it cannot-and does not intend to-picture the full complexity involved in Fig. 2 a Scheme of the structuralist-evolutionary approach by Lipsey et al. (2005, p. 56, simplified) and b the empirical application of the SE-scheme for a specific country. Authors' own illustration economic evolution. Rather, it is meant to be a first stocktaking of structural transformation in the light of disruptive technological change and a lower-bound measurement of the impact technological change can have while percolating through different networks representing different configurations of the structural pillars of a socioeconomic system.
In order to measure the ties between components in the SE-system, we make use of two-mode (or bipartite) networks (see, e.g., Borgatti and Everett 1997 , Guillaume and Latapy 2006 , Zweig and Kaufmann 2011 , or Everett and Borgatti 2012 connecting structural components through underlying dimensions (proxied by indicators) characterizing them. Each of the five components in Fig. 2a (the primary nodes of the bipartite graph, represented by pentagons in Fig. 1b ) reflects a diverse range of dimensions (the secondary nodes of the bipartite graph, illustrated by black dots in Fig. 1b ). The arrows in Fig. 1b pointing from the pentagons to the black dots therefore show the ties between a source component and its dimensions, the latter of which can be measured by indicators. In addition, each single indicator may also relate to another component (shown by the arrow pointing towards the pentagons in Fig. 1b ). The number of patents in environment-related technologies, for example, informs on the technology base of an economy, but also relates to the environment. It is therefore possible to transform this two-mode network of components and dimensions (as illustrated in Fig. 1b ) into a one-mode network of components only where the weight of each edge equals the aggregated weights of the underlying dimensions.
Data The empirical application of the SE-structure captures, instead of the five components displayed in Fig. 2a , 12 components in total (see Fig. 2b ). This is because we split the facilitating structure further into the following components: (1) capital (comprising all physical, human, health, and social capital); (2) the managerial and financial organization of the firm; (3) location and concentration of industries; (4) the organization of labor and production facilities; (5) infrastructure (including energy, transport and telecommunication); (6) financial markets and instruments; and (7) educational and research institutions. This SE-structure is set up for each of the selected Asian and Western countries and each year over the period of 2007-2016, measuring the 47 edge weights of the network by means of 162 indicators from a variety of data sources (most important, Global Competitiveness Index, Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, Environmental Performance Index, World Development Indicators, OECD, ILO, etc.). As a result of the one-mode projection of the two-mode network, each edge represents a composite indicator and thus needs to comply with the respective technical requirements for index composition. In this regard, we relied on the 10-step procedure proposed in the OECD manual (2008), including multiple data imputation, transformation of scalar values onto a common scale, the treatment of outliers, and a thorough sensitivity analysis to assess the explanatory power and robustness of the indices.
After feeding the SE-structure with data and projecting the indicators to the component level, the resulting network is reinterpreted as a time-homogenous Absorbing Markov Chain (AMC), in order to analyze the relations between components in the socioeconomic system (see, e.g., Kemeny and Snell 1976) . We make use of the concept of AMCs to analyze changes in the socioeconomic system as a chain, that is, a sequence of states that depends on the transition probabilities (the likelihood to move from one particular state to another). In this way, the SE-structure is conceived as a process where the building blocks of the socioeconomic system (see Fig. 2a )-representing the transient states in the AMC-interact with each other to achieve a particular performance result-representing the absorbing state in the AMC. In the context of the SE-structure, these transition probabilities are captured by the strength of the relations between components (see Harary and Lipstein 1962 for a graph-theoretical interpretation of stationary Markov chains). From this, we obtain (1) a measure of the structural significance of a building block, derived from its position in the network (a priori postulated by the SE-scheme) and the weights of its ties to the other building blocks 2 and (2) the overall performance of the system, that we label the Socioeconomic Performance Index (SE*PI 3 ), defined as the sum of the total (direct and indirect) linkages between the building blocks and performance. In order to compare this index across countries, each national SE-structure is set to a hypothetical benchmark prior to its assessment within the AMC framework. 4 In a last step, we carry out a structural decomposition analysis (SDA) for tracing the changes over time back to each single component and its underlying dimensions (see Miller and Blair 2009 for a description in the context of input-output modeling). This allows us to measure the impact of digitalization (conceived as a specific bundle of indicators) on the evolution of the socioeconomic system.
Results and discussion
In the following, we apply the framework outlined above to a set of Western and Asian countries in order to assess, first, the evolution of their socioeconomic performance (as measured by the SE*PI) between 2007 and 2016 and then analyze the role of digitalization in this context. Finally, we sketch the impact of technological changes related to Industry 4.0 on the socioeconomic structure of these countries. Figure 3 shows how the countries in the sample evolved over time in terms of their socioeconomic performance. In order to facilitate the comparison between countries, the SE*PI of each economy is shown relative to the performance of the top-ranking country in 2007, Sweden. The shaded areas display the range between the best and least performing country in the Western (black) and Asian (blue) subsample, respectively. While there is a large degree of heterogeneity in socioeconomic performance among Asian economies over the whole time span, with Singapore and Japan at the top and India at the bottom of the country group, the Western economies, led by Sweden and the US, were quite close to each other in 2007, but have been diverging since then. Particularly Finland and Denmark have shown a deterioration since the financial crisis of 2008.
Given the pathways each of the countries has shown in the period under study, the question arises whether digitalization reinforced or counteracted this respective development. In all these economies, digitalization has been high on the policy agenda, being actively promoted by public and private institutions, though in different core areas.
In the following, we analyze to what extent the impact of digitalization can be already observed in the data for the country sample and the time period under study. In order to account for the fact that the digital transformation does not only play out on the level of technology, but also in the other building blocks of the socioeconomic system, we isolated the indicators assigned to digitalization (20 out of 162 indicators in total, see Table 1 in "Appendix") from the rest of the variables. Changes in these indicators over time are assumed to reflect the digitalization trend from a broad perspective, not only covering the related changes in infrastructure (e.g. access and quality of broadband), but also in science and education (e.g. use of social networks or internet access in schools), as well as the role of ICT in increasing the competitiveness of a country (e.g. by means of patents in this technology field or exports of ICT-related services). By means of SDA, we then calculated the contribution of the selected indicators to changes in the overall socioeconomic performance. The results are shown in Fig. 4 , where the changes in the SE*PI, cumulated over the period from 2007 to 2016, are plotted against the cumulated impact of digitalization.
For almost all countries in our sample, digitalization (measured on the vertical axis) had a positive impact on socioeconomic development. Notable exceptions are Finland, where the strong decrease in ICT service exports and the low impact of ICT on restructuring work life reinforced the overall decline in the SE*PI. This also applies, albeit to a lesser degree, to India and Taiwan. Both countries also experienced lower export rates of ICT services over the years under study, and additionally could not fully exploit the potential of ICT for increasing the participation of citizens and stakeholders in public affairs and decision-making. On the other hand, the economies that could benefit most from digitalization are Switzerland and China, followed by Malaysia and Singapore. All these countries were able to raise their export share of ICT services as well as use ICT for the reorganization of work life (see Table S .1 in the Supplementary Material) and the access to basic services (e.g. healthcare or education). In the case of Denmark, Germany, South Korea, as well as Sweden, digitalization counteracted the overall decline in socioeconomic performance.
A similar analysis can be undertaken regarding the contribution of employment and work-related indicators (represented by 11 variables in our empirical framework) to changes in the SE*PI. Figure 5 shows the five most important factors in this regard among Western countries (panel a) and Asian economies (panel b). Out of all indicators related to employment and work, the impact of ICT on new organizational models (e.g. telework, shared office spaces) was the strongest driver of the SE*PI for the Western economies, while for the Asian countries, this factor ranks Fig. 4 Cumulative changes in socioeconomic performance and digitalization. Authors' own illustration 1 3 last among the top-5. Another indicator reflecting the current technological trends is the increase of knowledge-intensive jobs in the work force, which again contributed more to socioeconomic progress of the Western than Asian countries. Thus, we see two aspects typically associated with the digital transformation, the reorganization of work and the relative increase of high-skilled labor, to show a stronger manifestation in Western countries compared to Asian ones.
In our analysis, digitalization is tackled as part of the socioeconomic structure, shaping different building blocks and transforming the system from within. While aspects such as broadband bandwidth and the penetration of ICT in private businesses and public services are useful indicators of the digital transformation of economy and society, the digital transformation of industries, i.e. Industry 4.0, goes beyond these general factors. It is usually characterized by technologies enabling high connectivity (via cloud services) as well as the digitization of physical assets and the value chain (via big data analytics and Internet of Things (IoT)) and it strongly relies on data center equipment and services. We extend the existing network model by adding indicators on the supply and demand of these technology trends in 2016 (available from the Global Connectivity Index (Huawei 2019) ). The four supply indicators (based on estimated investments in these technologies) are introduced as enhancing either the productive capital of firms (data centers, big data and IoT) or the overall infrastructure (cloud) in the respective economy. Firms then employ these technologies in the production of their goods and services, the degree to which they are utilized is measured by further four indicators (see Fig. 6 as well as Table 2 in the "Appendix"). 5 By applying a hierarchical clustering algorithm, we grouped the selected countries according to their structural similarities. 6 The corresponding polar dendrogram for the year 2016, illustrated in Fig. 7 , reveals five clusters: a group of structurally heterogeneous Asian economies (China, forming a cluster on its own, as well as India, Korea) faces a cluster of innovation-leading Western and Asian countries. The latter can be further split into six clusters: One containing two Scandinavian economies, Denmark and Sweden; one consisting of the remaining European countries (Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland), a group of Asian frontrunners (Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore); as well as the US that shares some similarity with the former two clusters. Note that the consideration of Industry 4.0 did not change the dendrogram significantly. The only countries that switched clusters are Japan (without the inclusion of the respective indicators joining the group of European countries), and the US (that was before clustered with Malaysia and Singapore).
What are the main empirical takeaways of our analysis? Regarding the evolution of the socioeconomic structure, Denmark and Finland have shown a notable deterioration. Despite the fact that they were at the forefront of ICT innovation and diffusion in Europe from the 1980s onwards, they seem to face obstacles in the current digital wave, which are especially related to access to finance and entrepreneurial culture. These are decisive factors for the digital transformation of the economy and society and, in light of the national initiatives recently launched, are already addressed by policymakers. Moreover, the last decade has experienced a strong catch-up process by the Asian economies, which was driven also by digitalization. As Fig. 4 reveals, Asia could exploit the potential of digitalization more than the Western countries. This might also be linked to the global financial crisis from which Europe is still recovering. The improvement in labor force participation and employment rates contributed to the overall increase of socioeconomic performance of the Asian countries, whereas the impact of digitalization on work organization has gained higher momentum in Western countries. Finally, the decline in ICT service exports in India and the respective rise in Western countries such as Sweden may already point towards re-shoring of production activities at least as far as advanced knowledge services are concerned. The consideration of Industry 4.0 trends further shows a stronger geographical agglomeration of countries, where a group of factor-driven Asian countries is catching up on a set of innovation-driven Western and Asian economies. Table 2 for a short description of these indicators. Authors' own illustration 1 3
Reflection and conclusion
Measuring the next technological revolution on the macro scale exhibits a lot of uncertainty as we tackle a phenomenon that has simply not yet deployed all of its transformational potential. The investigation of countries' capability to absorb a technological transformation certainly needs a multidimensional approach that also takes the interrelation between these very dimensions into account. In this paper, we introduced a framework that can cope with these feedback effects. Acknowledging that most indicators have a direction-i.e. point to dimensions other than the one they are assumed to reflect-and measure the strength of the components by the ties of its underlying indicators to other components, is a novel approach for investigating transformation processes in the economy and society. The SE-tool thereby allows a consistent analysis of a country's socioeconomic system both across its building blocks (the structuralist aspect) and over time (the evolutionary perspective).
We used the SE-tool to compare and cluster countries with respect to the way in which a technological transformation in the making, such as digitalization, percolates through the socioeconomic structure. In this sense, our focus was not on capturing the dynamics of digitalization as a technological phenomenon per se but as a techno-social construct the evolution of which is subject to the structural capacity of economies. From this perspective, the SE*PI indicator condenses the interaction of the main pillars of the socioeconomic system into a standardized indicator that can be compared and tracked over time.
Our approach is inclusive in the sense that it covers a wide spectrum of components (including the environment) and investigates their centrality in the network. In this way, it differs from conventional indices that analyze each component separately and then merge them by means of appropriate aggregation procedures.
However, as every empirical framework, our model also inhibits some methodological challenges mainly linked to causality and the fact that edge weights of the network themselves constitute composite indicators and are therefore subject to further scrutiny outside of graph theory. The issue of causality concerns both "layers" of the network: On the one hand, we used the SE-scheme by Lipsey et al. (2005) as a "blueprint" for the type of interaction among the building blocks in the socioeconomic system. On the other hand, the choice of indicators that picture these relations and their assignment to a source and target component also implies causality. In order to keep the degree of arbitrariness as low as possible, we only used indicators that are already established as measures for the respective relation of the socioeconomic system. In most cases it was straightforward to identify a source and target node for an indicator. Whenever there was disagreement concerning the classification done individually by the authors, the assignment of a specific indicator was discussed with other colleagues or experts were consulted. Furthermore, we also tried not to violate the original assignment of indicators to similar categories in the databases; for example, indicators of the EPI database were-if appropriate-reclassified in such a way that either the source or the target node reflected "environment and natural resources". For the future, we will consider path analysis as a tool to study the relationships between the different variables.
Regarding the weighting scheme of the edges (that represent composite indicators), the one-mode projection results in a component score that equals the arithmetic average of the underlying variables. This weighting scheme was selected in order to validate our tool against other indices of economic performance (most notably, the Global Competitiveness Index) which also use this aggregation procedure. In further applications of the model, we plan to introduce an alternative weighting method based on factor analysis.
Given that a significant number of indicators comes from the GCI and the GEM, the approach contains a high share of soft data and is biased towards the entrepreneurial perspective of technological transformation. We tried to limit this bias by also including hard data and information that sheds a different light on socioeconomic wellbeing (such as the GINI index). Nevertheless, we believe this drawback is acceptable, all the more as this data provides a good picture of the framework conditions for entrepreneurial activity in the digital era.
Furthermore, the data set was not complete, implying uncertainty issues regarding the reliability of the results. Instead of opting for complete case analysis-which would have implied to delete all variables that are not available over the whole time and country range, thereby significantly reducing the information actually available-or using single imputation methods (by e.g. replacing a missing value of one country by the mean of the values of all other countries regarding the same variable)-thereby reducing the variance in the data set-we chose multiple imputation 1 3 for the treatment of missing data. This means that all findings retrieved from this analysis are actually the result of running the model with ten different datasets that vary only regarding their missing values. We therefore carried out a very thorough data preparation for constructing the model, nevertheless, the uncertainty regarding the reliability of the results cannot be fully eliminated. Additional robustness checks are envisaged to decrease data uncertainty and therefore increase the validity of the model.
Last but not least, the framework is static in the sense that the number of indicators cannot change from one period to the other without distorting the comparison of results over time. The latter issue will be a matter of future research which aims at transforming the approach into a dynamic network model, where old indicators which have lost their informative value (e.g. number of fixed telephone lines) can be replaced by new ones (e.g. number of smartphones) that better reflect the technological transformation.
From a normative perspective, our approach should also highlight the importance of contextuality in the discussion of the digital revolution. In times where data informing about the state of artificial intelligence, automation and other technological trends is available in abundance, a country's technological competitiveness is often scrutinized separately from its overall socioeconomic development. Stressing the complementarity between technological transformation and social adaptiveness, our approach is thus also an attempt to add a socioeconomic angle to this technocentric view. However, while our framework allows a quantitative analysis of technological and socioeconomic change, it does certainly not replace studies of technological revolutions based on historical accounts and appreciative theorizing. It rather attempts to supplement conventional measures of economic performance by a systemic approach and reveals broad patterns of socioeconomic change accompanying the current technology trends. Big data investment Investment in analytical software tools used to supply actionable data to individuals and organizations. These analytical software tools include content analysis tools, CRM analytics, advanced analytics, data warehouse generation and management, end-user queries, reporting and analysis software, financial performance and strategy management applications, production planning analytics, services operations analytics, spatial information analytics, supply chain and workforce analytics 
